HEBREW WORDS, "ET" THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE UNIVERSE
FREQUENCIES AND DYNAMICS OF SOUND

"ET"
In the following teaching I will reveal that Adonai established His "means of creation" in the
very first verse of our Good Book. The building blocks of the Universe and everything in it are
found in Yahveh's Hebrew language. You will find this hidden message in one Hebrew word "et",
found in the very first verse in Genesis.
The Hebrew language is the first language, created by Yahveh and spoken to Moses. There
are 22 letters and 5 final letters in the Hebrew alphabet. The universe is built of these 22 letters.
Every letter is like a still picture. You connect the still pictures together as in a slide show and you end
up with a moving picture. The Word comes alive! That is why it is commonly referred to as "The Living
Word". No other language has this capability. Every letter has a message built in to it. Every letter has
a prophetic significance, a number, and a picture. Ps. 33:9 For He spoke, and it was done; He
commanded, and it stood fast." Col. 1:16-17 because in connection with him were created all
things — in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones, lordships, rulers or
authorities — they have all been created through him and for him. 17 He existed before all
things, and he holds everything together".

Everything that happens in the universe happens because of the 22 letters of the Hebrew
alphabet. Every letter in the Hebrew alphabet has a significant meaning for our spiritual journey, from
its beginning to the end. As you learn about the Hebrew alphabet you will see your personal spiritual
journey from beginning to end in the letters. Your ultimate spiritual walk is to go from aleph to tav in
your spiritual experience. Each letter represents a part of that journey. If something wrong is going on
in your spiritual journey, you can see where your at in your journey by realizing which Hebrew letter
your stuck on. When you see which letter your stuck on you can see the opposition (antithesis..a
contrast or opposition between two things) and figure out how to move to the next letter of the journey
and keep heading for tav.
When we are reading the bible in english it is like we are talking to a third person, trying to
make sense of the original Hebrew. Without going back to the original language it is very hard to
make sense. The fact is, things get lost in translation.
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You cannot pick up your bible and read it like you would a newspaper. The bible is NOT just
meant to be read, it is meant to be studied (2Tim. 2:15 KJV). You do not study a newspaper, but
you study the bible. When you study His Word, His letters in Hebrew, you are studying Him. It can be
compared to looking into the eyes of the woman you love when she is talking about something very
important. You can't help but focus on her eyes and her body language because you love her. Every
word, movement, nod, gesture, (all body language) becomes very important, tied together with the
words she is speaking. Yah has made it possible for us to get something out of simply reading the
bible, but it's not designed to be that way. He wants to get to know you. You cannot get to know the
depth of the Living Yah completely and with full understanding without talking to Him in His language.
You cannot truly know what He means without knowing His Word.
The ruach is represented in the bible as the white background of every page. The black letters
mean nothing without the contrast of the ruach. If you remove the ruach from the black letters you
have nothing, it's void, nothing but blackness. Remember in the beginning was the word, everything
was black, void, there was no contrast. The earth was formless and void.
All languages change as they go. Hebrew is the only language that has never changed. The
symbols for the letters may have changed, but not the words and word roots themselves. Hebrew
words are anchored in root words so no changes can ever take place. The grammatical structure of
Hebrew is made so it contains any and every word that will ever be needed till the end of time. All
other languages are made of a series of random agreements whereas Hebrew has a universal
system of expressing concepts. When you express these things in Hebrew the sound of the words is
called Nikood.
Now that I have introduced the building blocks of the Universe let's look at the first verse in
Genesis (B'Resheet ), and see something beautiful.
Gen. 1:1 "In the beginning Yahveh Elohim created (created.."et"..brought forth..revealed
something that was hidden..like a child hidden it the womb) the heavens and the earth."
In Hebrew this actually reads like this. Gen. 1:1 "bereshit bara elohim; et hasha-mayim ve'et
ha'aretz.
In the beginning Yahveh Elohim created ("et"). Et is untranslatable and means "the direct
object is next". In other-wards, pay close attention, the next word or
phrase is very important, it is the focus. It is the direct object of the
sentence. Right before "heaven and the earth" we see the two letter
word "et". In Hebrew "et" is "aleph tav". It is the first letter and the
last letter of the Hebrew alphabet. It is the beginning and the end.
He created the alphabet. He created the alphabet which was the
vessel (vehicle) used to create all things. His Word (alphabet) is
ALIVE, that's why it is so often called the Living Word. With it and in it all things were created.
He brought forth His Words. I am the aleph tav, I am the aleph tav, the untranslatable seen in Hebrew
over seven thousand times in scripture (tenakh). I am the Word, I came forth from Genesis to
Revelation, I am the one John spoke of in John 1:1. I am the one who was, who is, and who is to
come. I am the "ET". Before you create you must have words. In the beginning He brought forth the
alphabet/words needed to create all things.
Et can also mean "plow shear", the point on the plow that goes deep inside the earth. It is
connected to zayin the plow, the ruach. Et is getting ready to bring forth life from the earth. If you look
at the story of Jacob and Esau you will find the word et every time before his birthright is transferred
to Jacob. This can only be seen in the original Hebrew. The covenant was with Esau until he
despised, (like Judas and Haman), gave up his birthright for a bowl of soup. At that moment the
covenant (et), was transferred to Jacob.
The word et by itself is seen in scripture three times. It precedes a direct object. It points and
connects and says I am pointing to something, pay close attention.
We have a thematic connection here to what was spoken in Rev. 1:8, let's have a look.
Rev. 1:8 “I am the Alpha and the Omega,” says Yahveh, “who is and who was and who is to
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come, the Almighty.”
We see a little better translation in the CJB as follows.
Rev. 1:8 “I am the ‘A’ and the ‘Z,’” says ADONAI, Elohim of heaven’s armies, the One who is, who
was and who is coming.(CJB)
Isa. 44:6 “Thus says Yahveh, the King of Israel, And his Redeemer, Yeshua of hosts: ‘I am the first
and I am the last, And there is no Elohim besides Me".
Both Yahveh and Yeshua are the aleph and tav, "“who is and who was and who is to come, the
Almighty.” They are the beginning and the end, the Great "I am". Yeshua came as the alphabet/word/
torah in the flesh (John 1:1,Gen. 1:1). In the beginning Yah created the "leader", "the power", and the
"strength" of the covenant (torah) which is the Word of Yah. When Yeshua says He is the aleph/tav,
He is saying He is the leader, the strength of the covenant. Many people don't get this revelation
because they don't even read the tenakh where the Mt. Sinai covenant is found.
The technical (grammatical) definition of et is: the word et in the middle of a Hebrew sentence
is telling the reader that the action of the verb is not on the subject, which is the normal way of doing
things in a sentence. It is saying that the action of the verb is on the predicate object (the part of a
sentence or clause containing a verb and stating something about the subject). It is in other-wards
pointing to the object for concern. Pay attention to the subject next is what it is saying. The sages say
that in the places where et is used it is indeed always talking about a person or a thing the aleph tav
represents. example: Zech. 10: "they look upon Him who they pierced". Literally it says "they will look
upon Him aleph tav who they pierced". It infers by the structure of the sentence that aleph tav
represents someone or something. There are fourteen main scriptures where this et occurs as such.
We see Yeshua confirming this understanding in Rev. 1:8 when He says He is the aleph and tav. He
answers that question the sages had difficulty with in the tenakh, directly.
Gematria and meaning of the number 1:
The gematria of alef is one. One cannot be divided. One represents the beginning, the unity of
Abba, completeness, which we see in the Shema (Deut. 6:4).
When you add up the numerical value of the word aleph: aleph, lamed, pey, you get
(1+30+80=111).
The meaning of the number 1 is:
The number of Yahveh (Shema).
Unity, echad, one cannot be divided.
The beginning. Everything must begin somewhere, sometime. The beginning of all numbers is one.
One is unique. It is by itself, totally unique.
It represents completeness. If you were the only person on earth you would be considered perfect,
one. When there is nothing to compare to, you are perfect. That's why Yah is always considered
number one. There is none before Him.
Words that start or include aleph:
1)
"Elohim", Yah: Gen. 1:1 In the beginning GOD created the heavens and the earth" The word
translated here as God, and about 4000 other places, is "Elohim/Yahveh". Elohim is (from right to left)
is aleph, lamed, hey, yod and mem.
Aleph is pictured as an ox, it means "strong leader".
Lamed pictures a shepherds staff, and it means "the one who has control". "The one who speaks
with authority".
Hey signi es a "man with his hands lifted up to heaven". Heaven is where revelation comes from. It
means "reveal".
Yod means "to make something", "a mighty deed",
Mem is pictured as "water".
Elohim means: "The strong leader" (Yah the Father), "The one who speaks with authority", "The
revelator, the one who reveals", "The one who does the mighty work with His hands that separates",
"The one who separates the waters from the waters".
2)
"av", Father, source
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3)
"echad", one, unity
4)
"ahavah", love
5)
"El", Yahveh, God, deity
6)
"aur', light
7)
"emet", truth
8)
"ani", I, I am
9)
"Adam", Adam, first man
10)
"Avraham", Abraham, Father of the multitude
11)
"Aben", stone. If you combine the letter "av" (Father) with "ben" (son) you get stone, foundation
or rock.
12)
"aloof" is a derivative of alef.
13)
"fire" which points us to "shin", the 21 rst letter.
The words of the torah are the building blocks of the universe, the VOICE of Yah.
The torah is not a theological issue. The word of Yah
created all things. That’s a fact. Everything we say and
everything we do affects everything else in the universe.
Words are important. Words mean things. Words are
the building blocks of creation. Yah spoke the Word at the
time of creation and it came into existence. Words can
bless you or curse you. Words can deceive people or
words can reveal the truth to people so they can be set free
from the bondage of the world we live in. Words can
destroy things or create things. Yah’s words are the only
words that can create. Words are very very powerful, that’s
why James says be careful what comes out of our mouth
for it can bless or curse those who receive it. Yah is in the
business of restoring all things and the devil is in the
business of corrupting all things.
Yah spoke the word and the universe was created just
as it is explained in Genesis. The basic concept of
blessings and curses rests upon the spoken word being a
vessel to make the words come into being. That’s why we
are told in the end that we will give an account for every
word spoken.
James 3:10 “from the same mouth come [both]
blessing and cursing. My brethren, these things ought not
to be this way.”
Frequencies of sound
Many scientists say that the universe was brought into existence by the energized vibrations of
sound. They say that sound is what sustains the universe. What they don’t realize is that the sound
they are talking about is the
Hebrew sound of the words of
the torah, known as the “Living
Word”.
“The current research of
quantum physics now
understands that the universe we
live in was brought into existence
by the energized vibrations of
sound! “Whatever created the
universe, sustains the universe.”
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Newtons laws of motion. Newtons laws are in perfect harmony with the bible. These are the laws of
motion. Everything in the universe is an affect, and everything has a cause. Isaac Newton was a
brilliant scientist and theologian. His explanation was correct.
Dynamics of sound
According to the Science Magazine: quote “All the subatomic particles in the universe arise from
different vibrating frequencies, a universe in symphony like violins playing different notes. Music is at
the very base of all space, time and matter”. They are saying that everything in the universe is
vibrating frequencies and sound. The world was created by Yah like a huge symphony and in the
beginning Yah tuned every instrument exactly the way it was supposed to be. He said “let them
multiple after each kind”. Don’t mess with creation, it is good. He basically said He didn’t need anyone
to try to improve on it.
When man decides what he wants to do to the earth and does it, it upsets the make-up of the
earth. Men do the imagination of their own hearts and the earth pays the price. The earth re-acts in
weird ways whether it be hurricanes, volcanoes, tsunamis, tornadoes or what have you. The world
says that’s mother nature doing her thing or they call it an act of God. The idea of the earth rejecting
what is being done to it is on the right track. The secular world, which includes the pagan so-called
christian church, who have no understanding of God, all of a sudden blame God for the earths
negative reactions.
Deut. 29:29 “The secret things belong to Yahveh our Elohim, but the things revealed belong to
us and to our sons forever, that we may observe all the words of this law.” One of the ideas that
many refuse to acknowledge is the fact that the torah is the secret that holds the universe together.
The torah is the secret that holds families together. The torah holds your body together. The torah
holds cells and atoms together. It is what holds everything in the universe together. Again, that’s why
the scriptures say the Word of Yah (His torah) is active and alive and able to divide things like a two
edged sword. When people turn away from the torah all the strange things begin to happen in the
world. This is what we have witnessed for centuries. The world plummets into a state of upheaval and
corruption that often manifests itself as natural disasters. Many blame this on the devil, when in fact it
is simply happening because of the world not following torah, Yah’s universal instructions for a
balanced life for all humanity and the planet we live on.
Mankind manipulates and changes things just
because they are able to do so, causing disruption
and corruption in the universe. They began mixing
and mutating things, which disrupts the entire
pattern of things in the universe. When you mess
with the instruments you loose the perfect sound of
that beautiful symphony.
Sky and Telescope Magazine says: quote “As if
by a chain our planet’s surface is connected
intimately to the space environment”. What
happens on the surface of earth directly affects
everything else in space because it is surrounded
by an electromagnetic field.
A P Dubrow, a well respected geophysicist
says: quote ” All biological systems depend upon
the electromagnetic field surrounding the earth for
cellular communication”. He is confirming that our
cells communicate with each other. That is the reason our portable phones are called cell phones.
Restoration of the word
Yah is restoring a pure language in these latter days. He is establishing His people with the
guidance of the spirit of Elijah to repair the breaches that mankind has established. He is revealing
His Living Word to the remnant all over the world who love Him and keep His commandments. He
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has opened the seals of Daniel 12:4, and knowledge has become available for all who yearn for the
truth. The Hebrew words that Yah used to create everything are once again being understood and
used by His true bride, to restore all things in preparation for the end of days.
Isa. 58:12 “And those from among you will rebuild the ancient ruins; You will raise up the age-old
foundations; And you will be called the repairer of the breach, The restorer of the streets in
which to dwell”. The repairers of the breach are the people of His newly established Hebraic Roots
movement. I believe that is why Yah is restoring the Hebrew language so people can see what the
Word really says, rather than what their anti-Semitic pastors (CEO’S) have been telling them.
The things we say and the things we do affect everything around us and in the universe as a
whole. Man needs to restore the torah in order for the universe and everything in it to get back to its
original perfect order. Man’s choice has been to corrupt it all in the name of prosperity and greed for
money; and the control, domination and manipulation of that money. The Hebraic roots community is
part of Yah’s plan to restore what man has distorted on earth and in the universe in the latter days.
Gen. 18:19 ““For I have chosen him, in order that he may command his children and his household
after him to keep the way of Yahveh by doing righteousness and justice; in order that Yahveh may
bring upon Abraham what He has spoken about him.” Our keeping of His ways brings upon Abraham
and all his descendants the blessings of a perfectly balanced universe.
Gen. 6:5 “Then Yahveh saw that the wickedness of man was great on the earth, and that every
intent of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.” Yah revealed all the bad things that
would happen in the end of days, in the beginning, as the prophet Isaiah explained seven times.
We have a lot of people trying to figure out how the prophesies of old will play out in these last
days. What many of these eschatologists don’t seem to understand is that Yah told us to go back to
the beginning to understand what will happen in the end. Most of these people go back to the
prophets (Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, Ezekiel), in the middle of the book, rather than the beginning in
Genesis where the secrets are also made available.
In Daniels dream the words that were sealed up until the end of time are now made available
for all who search for the truth of the original Hebrew scriptures. Now the seals have been broken and
everyone has the ability to study and learn the fulness of the real meaning of torah. Now, if you didn't
already know, you will understand why those who are truly searching for the Truth call themselves the
Hebraic Roots movement.
Education and experts
Today people think education makes people smart. Studies now show that the higher people
get into education, the dumber they get. It may make them smart in their specific field of expertise,
but they become dumber in every other way (morals, ethics, geography, history, writing, reading,
speaking, and arithmetic). They lose their ability to use common sense and logic because of their
higher education. It was found that they also got more immoral. Their ability to do the most simple
things and use common sense almost disappeared. They found that they could no longer spell
properly anymore because of all the social media type short forms of real meanings and words. It was
found that the home schooled children did not loose these natural abilities of common sense and
moral values.
We are told that the experts are smart. That is a lie from the pit of hell. They have
progressively become dumber because they look at science and theories as facts. Just because they
call themselves experts doesn’t mean they understand anything more than anyone with simple moral
values and common sense, those who have a home a family and a piece of land.
A comical note
Those of us familiar with the SUNday type christian church altar calls remember when the
pastor tells those who have come forward and accepted his Jesus to go home and read the bible.
They do usually suggest these new babes go home and read the bible, but they do it totally wrong.
Where do those pastors suggest to start reading?
They almost always tell the babes to start in the book of John which is not where they should
be starting. I think Yah knew this would be the case many years ago and that is why in the first verse
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of John He had the apostle John write the following. John 1:1-2 “In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with Yah, and the Word was Yah.” 2 He was in the beginning with Yah.” It seems
that Yah knew these pastors would do things like that many years before they ever started doing it.
Have you ever considered that the reason Yah calls us His children is maybe because we don’t
understand His Living Word well enough to be called adults?
DASYD MINISTRY "DO AS YESHUA DID" dasydministry.org Jerry Hennig (Dec/21)
excerpt based on Bible Basics Book.
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